glug glug \ˈglug glug\ n 1: A haphazard, inaccurate method of mixing cleaning chemicals  2: A wasteful method of pouring concentrate without first measuring the amount used  antonym Product Central
SAFE AND ACCURATE DISPENSING EVERY TIME

Safe, since product cartridges are sealed, so there is no contact with the cleaning chemical. Accurate, as each product cartridge has a dilution control mechanism specifically designed to release the correct amount of concentrate for that particular product at the appropriate flow.

The Product Central dispensing system features a compact wall-mounted unit, a 4-product locking wall-mounted dispensing cabinet, a portable handheld dispenser, and a foaming gun, that safely and accurately dispense a full line of cleaning chemicals.

QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE

- Trusted M.D. Stetson chemicals in ultra-concentrated formulas.
- A complete line of chemicals for all cleaning needs.
- Efficient ultra-concentrates make multiple gallons of ready-to-use products, reducing inventory, saving time and lowering end use costs.

INTEGRATED DESIGN

- Safe leak-proof cap and bottle.
- Protects end-users by allowing chemical to release only when bottle is secured on dispenser and water is flowing.
- Convenient containers dispense low and high flow volume from the same cartridge.
- User friendly color- and number-coded labels with usage icons for accurate product use.
- Coordinated spray bottles and RTU labels available.
- Universal cartridges fit wall or hand-held dispensers.
COMPACT WALL UNIT

- Functional unit dispenses many products from a single dispenser.
- Cartridge loads easily, locks in place, then releases quickly allowing chemical interchange in seconds.
- Large buttons with spray bottle and bucket icons for ease of use. Bulk fill button locks on for easy filling
- Separate filling ports for bottle and bulk fill. Bulk dispenses at 4 gallons per minute for filling of buckets or machines. Bottle dispenses at 1 gallon per minute for filling of spray bottles or small containers.

LOCKING WALL CABINET

- Holds four products allowing for eight dilutions.
- Cartridge compartment locks keeping chemicals secure and tamperproof.
- Roomy bottle fill shelf allows for hands free filling.
- Gas pump style bulk fill offers remote activation dispensing.

PORTABLE UNIT

- The features of the compact wall unit in a portable dispenser.
- Flexible design for use on carts, closets or anywhere there is a water supply.
- Simplifies projects or remote use.

FOAMING GUN

- Adaptable for use in shower and locker rooms, bathrooms, kitchens, and more.
- A quick turn of the nozzle allows the user to easily switch from foaming chemical application to rinsing.
- Easily convert from the foaming/rinse nozzle to the self-storing fan spray nozzle for either rinsing or non-foaming chemical application.
EZ FILL SYSTEM

Your favorite Product Central cleaning chemicals in self-dispensing containers.

THE PRODUCT CENTRAL EZ FILL SYSTEM.
JUST HOOK UP TO ANY WATER SOURCE AND GO.

- No dispensers needed
- Product Central concentrates in a convenient, self-dispensing disposable container
- Just quick connect to a water source and utilize trusted Product Central super concentrates
- 3-Liter containers packaged 2/case.

Convenient and flexible alternative to mounted dispensers.